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OF THE WEEK

Khloé’s
Secret
Surgery?
K

hloé Kardashian has
admitted using makeup
contouring to slim her
nose. But, after years of feeling self-conscious, the reality
star may have finally resorted to something more permanent. “There is no doubt she
had rhinoplasty,” observes
La Jolla, Calif.–based plastic
surgeon Dr. Richard Chaffoo
(who, like the other doctors in
the story, did not treat Khloé).
“Her nose now looks more
defined.” Specifically, “The
tip is much less thick and bulbous,” seconds Dr. Brian
Glatt, a plastic surgeon from
Morristown, N.J., who believes 29-year-old Khloé
— whose rep denies she’s
had work done — also made
tweaks to her chin and lips.
“Her whole nose is thinner.”
The result? “It makes her face
look less childlike,” adds Dr.
Chaffoo. “The new nose gives
her a more sophisticated and
exotic appearance.”
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Most requested pout along the
Atlantic? “East Coast women like
rounded, balanced lips like Sofia
Vergara’s,” says Dr. Paul J. Carniol,
plastic surgeon and professor at
New Jersey Medical School.

LIPS
“Her lips
appear to
have been
filled, likely
with
Juvéderm or
Restylane,”
notes Dr.
Brian Glatt.
“Her upper
lip has lost
some of
the finer
curves and
definition in
the middle.”

Sofia’s Lips

The Man’s VIEW

CHIN
“Khloé’s
chin is more
prominent,
more welldefined and
wider now,”
shares Dr.
Glatt. “This is
consistent with
having had
an implant
placed.”
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BEFORE OR AFTER DOWNSIZE?

Victoria Beckham

When it comes to women’s
breasts, guys usually say bigger
is better. But, in our poll, the
majority actually preferred Posh’s
new B-cup implants over her old,
cartoon-like double-D’s.
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Transformation

“In 2008,
Khloé’s nose was
wide, slightly
crooked with a
wide nasal tip,”
observes Dr.
Richard Chaffoo.
“After surgery,
her nose as well
as the width of
her nostrils has
been narrowed.”

EVERYONE WANTS...
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